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A B S T R A C T 

Precision antenna calibration is required for mitigating the impact of foreground contamination in 21 cm cosmological radio 

surv e ys. One widely studied source of error is the effect of missing point sources in the calibration sky model; ho we ver, poorly 

understood diffuse galactic emission also creates a calibration bias that can complicate the clean separation of foregrounds from 

the 21 cm signal. In this work, we present a technique for suppressing this bias with temporal filtering of radio interferometric 
visibilities observed in a drift-scan mode. We demonstrate this technique on mock simulations of the Hydrogen Epoch of 
Reionization Array (HERA) experiment. Inspecting the reco v ered calibration solutions, we find that our technique reduces 
spurious errors by o v er an order of magnitude. This impro v ed accurac y approaches the required accuracy needed to make a 
fiducial detection of the 21 cm signal with HERA, but is dependent on a number of external factors that we discuss. We also 

explore different types of temporal filtering techniques and discuss their relative performance and trade-offs. 

Key words: instrumentation: interferometers – methods: data analysis – dark ages, reionization, first stars – cosmology: obser- 
vations. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

he Hydrogen Epoch of Reionization Array (HERA, DeBoer et al. 
017 ) is a newly built low-frequency radio interferometric array pri-
arily designed to probe the Epoch of Reionization (EoR). The EoR

eriod is one of the very difficult areas in cosmology to probe, and
s of this writing, it is one of the least known areas experimentally.
here are several other low-frequency arrays aimed at probing the 
oR; these include the Low-Frequency Array (LOFAR, van Haarlem 

t al. 2013 ), Murchison Widefield Array (MWA, Tingay et al. 2013 ),
iant Metrewave Radio Telescope (GMRT) EoR experiment (Paciga 

t al. 2013 ), and the Square Kilometer Array (SKA, Koopmans et al.
015 ). 
The 21 cm emission from the hyperfine transition of neutral 

ydrogen is one of the best observational probes of the EoR
eriod. EoR experiments all face the common problems of bright 
oregrounds from Galaxy and extragalactic sources, which can be 
p to five orders of magnitude brighter than the 21 cm emission
e.g. Jeli ́c et al. 2008 ; Bernardi et al. 2010 ; Th yag arajan et al. 2016 ).
 ortunately, fore ground emission is spectrally smooth compared to 
1 cm emission, and therefore the 21 cm signal can be separated
rom foreground emission, for example, using the delay spectrum 
 E-mail: ntsikelelo.charles@gmail.com (NC); nkern@mit.edu (NK) 
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pproach (Parsons et al. 2012 ; Th yag arajan et al. 2013 ; Liu, Parsons
 Trott 2014a ). The delay spectrum uses interferometric delays to

solate the power spectrum of the 21 cm signal from the foregrounds.
ue to the spectral nature of the 21 cm signal, its power spectrum has

mission at all Fourier k wavevector modes, whereas the foreground 
ower spectra is limited to a wedge-like region in a two-dimensional
 � − k ⊥ 

-space, referred to as the foreground wedge (Datta, Bowman
 Carilli 2010 ; Parsons et al. 2012 ; Trott, Wayth & Tingay 2012 ;
edantham, Udaya Shankar & Subrahmanyan 2012 ; Th yag arajan 
t al. 2013 ; Liu et al. 2014a , b ; Morales et al. 2019 ; Mevius et al.
022 ). This separation, in principle, leads to a region of data at high k � 
here the EoR 21 cm signal should cleanly separate from foreground

ontamination, which is referred to as the ‘EoR window’. 
Ho we ver, before po wer-spectrum analysis is performed, interfero- 
etric data require calibration in order to correct for instrumental 

ffects (see e.g. Smirnov 2011 , for a re vie w on interferometric
alibration). Calibration often includes the use of sky models, and 
ypically, sky models are built from source catalogues. Source 
atalogues (e.g. Hurley-Walker et al. 2017 , 2022 ; Shimwell et al.
017 ), ho we ver, do not fully characterize the sky emission due to the
nevitable limited sensitivity and angular resolution (Grobler et al. 
014 ; Trott & Wayth 2016 ; Wijnholds, Grobler & Smirnov 2016 ;
rocopio et al. 2017 ; Barry et al. 2021 ; Gehlot et al. 2021 ). In addi-

ion, sky models often exclude diffuse Galactic synchrotron emission 
nd are therefore not a full accounting of the low-frequenc y sk y
is is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative 
h permits unrestricted reuse, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 
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rightness distribution. This ‘incompleteness’ in our understanding
f the true sky leads to errors when performing calibration, which can
ompromise our ability to invert the telescope response and prohibit
 clean measurement of the 21 cm cosmological signal (Barry et al.
016 ; Patil et al. 2016 ; Ewall-Wice et al. 2017 ; Byrne et al. 2019 ,
021 ; Morales et al. 2019 ; Dillon et al. 2020 ; Kern et al. 2020a ). 
The instrumental response of the antenna can also add frequency

tructure on top of smooth foreground spectra. This is particularly
pparent when bright foreground emissions appear in the sidelobes of
he primary beam pattern (Choudhuri, Bull & Garsden 2021 ; Charles
t al. 2022 ; Gan et al. 2022 ; Trott 2022 ). Sidelobes of primary beams
re typically non-smooth as a function of frequency and also not
ell characterized by simulations or lab measurements, particularly

n the presence of mutual coupling effects due to closely packed array
onfigurations (e.g. Borg et al. 2020 ; Fagnoni et al. 2020 ; Bolli et al.
022a , b ). This inevitably leads to calibration errors, which, in turn,
an also cause leakage of foreground power. 

There are attempts to reduce the reliance on sky models in
alibration, such as in redundant calibration (Liu et al. 2010 ; Dillon
t al. 2020 ). Ho we ver, redundant calibration still requires a sky
odel to constrain degenerate parameters that cannot be solved

or using the redundant calibration equations (Zhang et al. 2016 ;
illon et al. 2018 ; Kern et al. 2020a ). Redundant calibration also

ssumes array redundancy, where multiple baselines that have the
ame orientation and length measure the same Fourier mode of sky
ignal. Ho we ver, with actual observ ations, including the HERA array,
aselines ine vitably de viate from redundanc y. This non-redundanc y
an be caused by multiple factors, such as antenna placement
rrors, antenna-to-antenna primary beam variations, and instrumental
oupling (e.g. Orosz et al. 2019 ; Fagnoni et al. 2020 ; Joseph et al.
020 ; Kern et al. 2020a ; Choudhuri et al. 2021 ; Josaitis et al. 2022 ).
on-redundanc y ev entually leads to fore ground power leaking into

he EoR window (Joseph, Trott & Wayth 2018 ; Dillon et al. 
020 ). 
Due to HERA’s compact array layout, its observations are more

ensitive to large angular structures in the sky, such as the diffuse
alactic synchrotron emission (Haslam et al. 1982 ). Although diffuse
mission models have improved over the years (e.g. through the
lobal Sky Model – GSM; de Oliveira-Costa et al. 2008 ; Zheng

t al. 2017 ), point source catalogues remain our most well-understood
alibration models, particularly with the advent of low-frequency all-
k y surv e ys (Hurle y-Walker et al. 2017 ; Risele y et al. 2018 ; Shimwell
t al. 2022 ). Thus, one of the limiting factors in HERA calibration is
ur relatively poor understanding of the diffuse galactic foreground
mission (which we will refer to interchangeably as the GSM). 

In this work, we aim to impro v e HERA calibration by filtering
ut diffuse emission in the data before running calibration in order to
itigate its impact on the reco v ered antenna gain solutions. This idea

ates back to the application of fringe rate filters for calibration in
arsons & Backer ( 2009 ) and builds upon existing HERA calibration
ethodologies (Dillon et al. 2020 ; Kern et al. 2020a ). We look at

wo specific kinds of filters: a simple high-pass filter (referred to as
 ‘baseline-independent notch filter’) and a baseline-dependent filter
hat upweights sky emission coming from within the main field of
iew of the primary beam (referred to as a ‘baseline-dependent main-
obe filter’). We assess the calibration impro v ement by computing the
educed chi-squared after calibration and by further examining the
tructure of the reco v ered gains in Fourier space to assess the amount
f residual spectral structure. Lastly, we show how our technique
elps mitigate the foreground leakage in the EoR window. 
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an overview

f the calibration problem, Section 3 describes our simulations,
NRAS 522, 1009–1021 (2023) 
ection 4 presents an o v erview of fringe rate filtering and an analysis
f our results, and in Section 5 we present our conclusions. 

 C A L I B R AT I O N  OV ERVI EW  

.1 Sky-model based calibration 

hen observing the sky with a radio interferometer, the electromag-
etic waves from celestial sources are measured by two antennas
re correlated, forming interferometric visibilities. The measured
omplex-valued visibilities are related back to the intrinsic sky
mission and the instrumental response of the antennas via the radio
nterferometer measurement equation (RIME; Hamaker, Bregman
 Sault 1996 ; Smirnov 2011 ). We can break the RIME into two

arts, one that is dependent on the position of the source emission
n the sky (direction-dependent) and another that is independent of
ky position (direction-independent). The direction-dependent part
f the RIME is written as 

 ij ( ν) = 

“
| A ( s , ν) | 2 I ( s , ν) e −2 πı νc b ij ·s d ld m 

n ( s ) 
, (1) 

here V ij is the visibility formed between antenna i and j , A ( s , ν)
s the average antenna primary beam response, an example of the
nly direction-dependent corruption that will be considered in this
aper. I ( s , ν) is the brightness distribution of the sky, ν is the
requency of the incoming electromagnetic wave, b ij is a baseline
ector connecting antenna i and j , s = [ l, m, n ] T is the position
ector on the celestial sphere with an origin centred at the target
eld (phase centre), and ( l , m , n ) are the direction cosines, with
 = 

√ 

1 − l 2 − m 

2 . Any practical telescope also imparts direction-
ndependent corruptions to the visibilities, which can be modelled
sing antenna-based gain terms, for example, the bandpass of the
ntenna front-end response. Thus, the corrupted visibilities are
elated to intrinsic visibilities as 

 

c 
ij = g i V ij g 

∗
j + n ij , (2) 

here V 

c 
ij are the corrupted (or measured) visibilities, g i and g j are

he complex gain terms of antenna i and j , and n ij is any complex
hermal noise generated by the telescope. 

Antenna gain calibration is the process of estimating the direction-
ndependent gain terms ( g i ) from the data and then correcting the data
o remo v e their effect. This is done by constructing a model of the
rue visibilities and then minimizing a χ2 statistic: 

2 = 

∑ 

i,j 

| V 

c 
ij − g i g 

∗
j V 

m 

ij | 2 
σ 2 

ij 

, (3) 

here V 

m 

ij are the constructed model visibilities, and σ 2 
ij is the

ariance of the visibility, and the sum runs o v er all unique antenna
airs. 
The chi-square minimization depends on the accurate modelling

f the intrinsic sky visibilities V ij . It is crucial therefore that the sky
odel matches the intrinsic sky brightness as closely as possible.
his is also referred to as ‘completeness’ of the sky model: if our
ky model does not contain certain components of the intrinsic sky
rightness distribution, then it would be ‘incomplete’. In practice,
e ne ver kno w the true sky distribution exactly, so all sky models

re intrinsically incomplete, but the severity of this incompleteness
an have different impacts on the calibration, which is the focus of
his paper. 

Note that self-calibration can, in principle, correct for some
ncompleteness effects, specifically due to phase variations in the
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ains and misestimated point source properties (Bhatnagar et al. 
008 ; Eastwood et al. 2018 ). Ho we ver, self-calibration has sho wn
uccess where we either have good priors on the nature of the
nderlying emission (e.g. they are point sources) or fairly accurate 
rst guesses of the underlying sky brightness distribution. It is 

herefore not yet a reliable solution for the problems addressed in 
his work. 

The problem of poorly modelled diffuse emission is not new, 
nd some techniques for mitigating its impact exist. The most 
ommon and simple approach is to exclude baselines that are most
eavily contaminated by this emission in the process of calibration. 
hort baselines are most sensitive to large angular scales and are 

herefore routinely thrown out prior to calibration against a sky model 
omprised mostly of point sources. Ho we ver, in the case of HERA,
t is not possible to completely mitigate this as even longer baselines
re still sensitive to diffuse emission (e.g. Th yag arajan et al. 2015 ;
evius et al. 2022 ; Trott 2022 ). 
Other attempts to mitigate spurious spectral structure in the 

alibration solutions rely on smoothing the gains across frequency 
Barry et al. 2016 ; Kern et al. 2020a ) or enforcing smoothness in
he fitting process (Yatawatta 2015 ; Beardsley et al. 2016 ), but this
oes not fundamentally solve the calibration problem. Smoothing 
emo v es specific F ourier modes from the gains entirely, regardless
f whether those terms held true calibration solutions or were the 
esult of model incompleteness errors. In other words, some Fourier 
odes are fundamentally contaminated by model incompleteness 

rrors, preventing us from applying calibration solutions at those 
cales. This is problematic if we need to invert the response of the
elescope to high precision, which is generally needed for 21 cm 

easurements. 

.2 Redundant calibration 

edundant calibration does not need a sky model to solve for a subset
f the antenna gains, and obtains them by exploiting the internal 
edundancy of an interferometric array. Redundant baselines have the 
ame length and orientation and therefore measure the same Fourier 
ode of the sky brightness distribution. For example, assume we 

ave a single baseline type, A , uniquely identified via its baseline
 ector b A . F or all antenna pairs i , j that share this baseline vector, the
alibration equation equation ( 2 ) from before now becomes 

 

c 
ij = g i V A g 

∗
j + n ij , (4) 

here V A is now a parameter of the model, called the ‘redundant
odel visibility’. This is repeated for all unique baseline types, 

ventually building up an overconstrained system of equations, which 
an be solved via a χ2 minimization (e.g. Liu et al. 2010 ): 

2 = 

∑ 

i,j 

| V 

c 
ij − g i g 

∗
j V A | 2 

σ 2 
ij 

, (5) 

here V A is the corresponding redundant model visibility for the b ij 
aseline vector. Note that in this paper, the χ2 is both a function of
requency and time. The gain solutions obtained from the system of
inear equations are not unique; there are at least four degenerate 
arameters that need to be solved for after redundant calibration: 
he o v erall gain amplitude, the model visibility amplitude and the
hase gradient across the array in the east–west and north–south 
rientations (Liu et al. 2010 ; Zheng et al. 2014 ; Dillon et al.
018 ). These parameters are, in principle, a function of polarization, 
requency and time and require a sky model to be constrained. Thus,
edundant calibration itself is not entirely independent of a sky model. 
n this study, we will refer to this step in calibration as absolute
alibration to differentiate this from sky calibration or the typical 
ky-based calibration discussed previously. 

In the case of perfect calibration, where the sky model is complete,
odel visibilities only differ from the data by noise. The expectation 

alue of chi-square 〈 χ2 〉 is thus two times the degrees of freedom
DoF) for complex data (Dillon et al. 2020 ). The number of DoF,
n general, is given by the difference between the number of data
oints and the number of fitted parameters. If we consider a single
olarization and the case of sky-based calibration, the DoF are given
y the difference between the number of visibilities and the number
f antennas: 

oF = 

N ( N − 1) 

2 
− N = N bl − N, (6) 

here N is the number of antennas and N bl is the number of baselines
iven N antennas. If we histogram the χ2 /DoF quantity, it is expected
o follow a theoretical chi-square distribution (Dillon et al. 2020 ). In
he case of redundant calibration, the DoF is given by 

oF = N bl − N ubl − N + 2 , (7) 

here N ubl is the number of unique baselines that have a single sky
odel visibility V A , i.e. the number of redundant baseline groups

Dillon et al. 2020 ). 
In this work, we do not simulate any non-redundancies; thus, we

xpect redundant calibration to work perfectly, regardless of the sky 
odel incompleteness (Dillon et al. 2018 ). The required absolute 

alibration step that follows redundant calibration will, conversely, 
ntroduce spurious gain errors due to missing components in the 
ky model. In the remainder of the paper, we will consider χ2 

tatistics that include the full calibration solutions (both redundant 
nd absolute calibration together), unlike Dillon et al. ( 2020 ), who
nly plot the reduced χ2 for redundant calibration. Our calibration 
ipeline is a simplified version of the hera cal 1 package used for
ERA observations (HERA Collaboration 2022 ). 

 F O R E G RO U N D  SI MULATI ONS  

ere, we describe our simulated HERA observations. We adopt a 
ERA-like array layout consisting of 91 antennas in a compact 
exagonal configuration (Fig. 1 ), with a dish-to-dish spacing of 14.6
 (DeBoer et al. 2017 ). We use an electromagnetic simulation of the

arfield HERA Phase I dish and dipole feed response (not including
he effects of cross-coupling) to model the antenna primary beam 

Fagnoni et al. 2020 ). In order to simulate a quasi-realistic case, we
ssume the following representation of the gain g for the j th antenna: 

 j ( ν) = A j ( ν) e i φj ( ν) , (8) 

here the amplitude A follows a frequency power law 

 j ( ν) = A j 

( ν

150 MHz 

)b j 

, (9) 

nd A j and b j are drawn for each antenna from a Gaussian distribution
 ∼ ( ̄x A = 0 . 30 , σA = 0 . 001) and N ∼ ( ̄x b = −2 . 6 , σb = 0 . 2), re-

pectively. The phase φi ( ν) is modelled as 

j ( ν) = sin ( w a ν) + cos ( w b ν) , (10) 

here w a and w b are drawn for each antenna from a Gaussian
istribution N ∼ ( ̄x w = 0 . 005 , σw = 0 . 0005). The mean values of
he parameters A and b , as well as their standard deviation σ A 
MNRAS 522, 1009–1021 (2023) 
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M

Figure 1. Simulated HERA-like array layout with 91 antennas and 14.6 m 

spacing between antennas. X and Y axes indicate distances aligned along 
east–west and north–south directions, respectively. 
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or per-antenna beam errors), which we defer to future work. 
3 Referred to as delay-rate by Parsons & Backer ( 2009 ), but subsequently 
called fringe rate in works thereafter. 
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nd σ b , are informed by the gain solutions from actual HERA
bserv ations (K ern et al. 2020a ). The mean phase variation w̄ is based
n single antenna phase dependency of actual HERA gains where
he cable delay and geometric phase offset have been remo v ed, and
he variation of the mean phase between antenna stations, i.e. σw , is
hosen to be within 10 per cent. This exact choice does not strongly
ffect the results discussed below, but is a reasonable starting point
or performing calibration after an initial delay calibration step. 

We simulate HERA visibilities for three distinct sky models: (i)
hallow GLEAM + A-Team model; (ii) deep GLEAM + A-Team
odel, and (iii) GSM diffuse model. The GLEAM catalogue is a

oint source catalogue co v ering the HERA field of view considered
n this work (Hurley-Walker et al. 2017 ). The shallow GLEAM
atalogue includes GLEAM sources only down to a flux density
imit of 100 mJy (at 180 MHz), while the deep GLEAM catalogue
oes down to a flux density limit of 25 mJy. In both cases, we also
dd models for bright, extended radio galaxies that we label as the
-Team (Fornax A, Hydra A, Pictor A, Hercules A, Virgo A, Cygnus
, Cassiopeia A; McKinley et al. 2015 ; Byrne et al. 2022 ). Lastly,
e also include the diffuse emission from the GSM (Zheng et al.
017 ). 
For each of the three sky models, we use healvis (Lanman &

ern 2019 ) to simulate HERA visibilities using the array layout in
ig. 1 and numerically e v aluate equation ( 1 ), assuming the entire
bservable hemisphere as the field of view. For the primary beam
esponse, we use an electromagnetic simulation of the Phase I HERA
ipole antenna response (Fagnoni et al. 2020 ). Our simulations span
50–180 MHz in frequency with a 97 kHz channel resolution, and
re made for local sidereal times in the range −2 h < LST < 7 h range
t a 60 s cadence, corresponding to the time when the Galactic centre
alls partially in the far sidelobes. 

We form two separate sets of visibilities, i.e. a mock calibration
odel that includes only the shallow GLEAM and A-Team compo-

ents and a ‘true’ mock data set that includes all three sky models.
inally, we apply the simulated gains to the visibilities corresponding

o the true data set and added Gaussian thermal noise at a level
NRAS 522, 1009–1021 (2023) 
omparable to HERA Phase I measurements, with a signal-to-noise
atio of ∼100 per visibility (HERA Collaboration 2022 ). 

Fig. 2 shows an example of the deep GLEAM + ATeam (top
ow) and the GSM (bottom row) visibility data product for a 45 m
aseline. It highlights the different spectral and temporal structure
f the two sky components in the native telescope measurement
pace (frequency versus time, left panels), as well as in a 1D and
D Fourier space representation that we discuss in Section 4 . The
ashed lines show the extent of the two kinds of filters that we apply
o the data, defined in detail in Section 4 . This clearly illustrates how
he two models manifest in the different spaces and hints at how we
ay be able to isolate them, at least partially, by applying suitable 
lters. 

 F R I N G E  R AT E  FILTERS  F O R  IMPROV ING  

A L I B R AT I O N  

ere, we demonstrate how time-based filtering (what we call fringe-
ate filtering) can impro v e the data-to-model alignment and thus
artially mitigate some of the erroneous spectral features caused
pecifically by poorly modelled diffuse emission. 2 First, we discuss
he Fourier representations of the data and then discuss calibrating
ur mock HERA data with and without the two different types of
ringe rate filters. 

.1 Fourier r epr esentations 

he native measurement space of the interferometric visibilities is
bserving frequency ( ν) and local sidereal time (LST). For telescopes
hat operate in drift-scan mode, the LST is ef fecti vely just the right
scension directly o v erhead at an y giv en time. We refer to the Fourier
ual of frequency as the delay domain, formed by taking a Fourier
ransform of the visibilities across the frequency axis: 

˜ 
 ( τ ) = 

∫ 
V ( ν) e −2 πiτνd ν, (11) 

here τ is a delay (in s) and ˜ V ( τ ) is the Fourier pair of the frequency;
imilarly, we can also define delay-transformed antenna gains to be
he Fourier transform of the antenna gains along the frequency axis: 

˜  ( τ ) = 

∫ 
g( ν) e −2 πiτνd ν. (12) 

e refer to the Fourier dual of time (or LST) as the fringe rate and the
ringe-rate visibility as the Fourier transform of the visibility along
he time axis: 

˜ 
 ( f ) = 

∫ 
V ( t ) e −2 πif t d t , (13) 

here f is the fringe rate (in units of Hz). 3 

The Fourier space of the visibilities (delay and fringe rate) is
seful for separating different signals in the data. Delay space
eparates signals based on their incident angle from the pointing
f the telescope, and is the basis for the delay spectrum foreground
 v oidance technique (Parsons et al. 2012 ; Liu et al. 2014a ; HERA
ollaboration 2022 ). Similarly, the fringe rate basis (for drift-scan
bservations) also separates signals based on their relative motion
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Figure 2. Simulated HERA visibilities of a 45 m baseline that includes the sky model ii., GLEAM sources, and A-Team sources (top row) and only diffuse 
Galactic emission from the GSM (bottom row, see the text for details). The left column shows the visibility amplitude as a function of LST and frequency, 
the middle column shows the amplitude of the fringe-rate visibilities as a function of fringe rate and time, and the right column shows the fringe-rate, delay- 
transformed visibilities as a function of fringe rate and delay. Point source emission is more tightly confined to low delays and non-zero fringe rates. The diffuse 
emission has a significant build-up of power at near-zero fringe rates due to the pitchfork effect (Th yag arajan et al. 2016 ). The boundaries of the notch (white) 
and main lobe (orange) filters described in Section 4.3 are shown as dashed lines. 
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hrough the fixed interferometric fringes, acting as another form of 
eparation of signals on the sky (Parsons & Backer 2009 ; Parsons
t al. 2016 ). 

A fringe rate filter can therefore be used to suppress sky signals
hat appear at specific fringe rate values, for instance, outside the 
rimary beam field of view (Fig. 2 ). Parsons et al. ( 2016 ) indeed
escribe how sky signals within the field of view appear at specific,
aseline-dependent fringe rates. In contrast, sources outside the field 
f view appear to have a fringe rate that is closer to zero (i.e. a
ear-constant time response). In other words, fringe rate filtering is 
qui v alent to ‘sculpting’ the primary beam. We refer the reader to
arsons et al. ( 2016 ) for a more detailed description of fringe rate
pace for drift-scan observations. 

Fourier representations have been used widely to separate signals 
nd systematics in 21 cm observations (e.g. Kolopanis et al. 2019 ;
ern et al. 2020b ; Josaitis et al. 2022 ); howev er, these hav e generally
een applied to pre-calibrated data. Here, we explore using these 
asis to separate signals before calibration. 

.2 Calibration without filtering 

o gain an intuition for how calibration would work without applying 
ny visibility filtering, we ran three different kinds of simulated 
bservation cases. First, we used a complete sky model, i.e. the same
omponents used for the simulations, the deep GLEAM catalogue, 
he A-team sources, and the GSM to calibrate raw data. In the second
ase, we calibrated using an incomplete sky model, i.e. including only 
he shallow GLEAM catalogue and the A-team sources. In the third
ase, we use the same sky model as the second case, but with the
ddition of a baseline cut at 40 m, i.e. all the baselines shorter than
0 m were excluded before calibration. This is a commonly used 
pproach in order to mitigate the contribution of diffuse emission 
hat appears mostly on short baselines. 
The reco v ered g ains in each case are shown in Fig. 3 . The g ains
eco v ered in the complete sky model case represent the true simulated
ains, as they only differed from the true gains by noise. Notice this
s not the case for the incomplete sky model case. There is an excess
requency structure that is caused by the unmodelled foreground 
mission, coupled with the sidelobe primary beam response. During 
alibration, gains absorb a portion of this unmodelled term, resulting 
n increased frequency structure. This indeed has been shown in 
iterature, in both simulations and observations (e.g. Barry et al. 
016 ; Wijnholds et al. 2016 ; Ewall-Wice et al. 2017 ; Byrne et al.
019 ; Kern et al. 2020a ). Notice that there is no appreciable difference
n the gains whether a baseline cut is adopted or not. The frequency
tructure caused by an incomplete sky model introduces excess power 
n the gains at delays in the range 100 < τ < 400 ns, right where the
ensitivity to the EoR signal is the highest. 

To demonstrate that our calibration pipeline works as intended in 
n ideal case, we plot the reduced χ2 obtained from the visibilities
alibrated with the reco v ered gains in the complete sky model case
Fig. 4 ). The reduced χ2 of the calibrated data shows good agreement
ith a theoretical unit- χ2 distribution (dashed line), showing that our 

alibration pipeline is both unbiased and reco v ers the gains down to
he thermal noise floor in the ideal circumstance of a complete sky

odel. 
The bias introduced by the sky model incompleteness with a 

aseline cut is evident in the reduced χ2 distribution (Fig. 5 ), which
hows a strong deviation from the theoretical one. The mean of the
educed χ2 distribution is biased towards high values, with a mean 
f χ2 /DoF ∼ 19, and a tail extending up to χ2 /DoF ∼ 100. Fig. 5
lso shows the χ2 distribution as a function of time and frequency
panning LSTs of 1.3–3.0 h (right panel). The reduced χ2 varies 
oticeably as a function of frequency and LST; in particular, its bias is
igher at low frequencies where the diffuse emission is significantly 
righter. The reduced χ2 is less biased around LST ∼ 2.8 h , where
MNRAS 522, 1009–1021 (2023) 
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Figure 3. Reco v ered gain solutions after calibrating with an incomplete sky model. Left: The amplitude ratio g / g c between the gain g obtained from the three 
simulated cases and the gain g c obtained from calibration when a complete sky model is assumed. Both terms are the average gain across all the antennas at 
LST = 1.2 h . Red is the case of a complete sky model (which results in a ratio of one), blue is for the incomplete sky model, and green is for the incomplete 
sky model with a 40 m minimum baseline cut. Right: Here, we show the amplitude of the gains in delay space after averaging over all antennas. The excess 
gain structure as a function of frequency due to the sky model incompleteness is e vident e ven when a baseline cut is adopted (the bumps for τ > 200 ns). This 
excess ‘shoulder’ is particularly visible in delay space and its profile is fairly similar in both cases where the sky model is incomplete (with or without a baseline 
cut). For delays τ > 200 ns this spurious structure is at its peak over an order of magnitude above the noise floor from the complete-model-derived gains 
(red). 

Figure 4. Histogram of the reduced χ2 (blue), i.e. χ2 /DoF, obtained when a 
complete sky model is used for calibration. The dashed line is the theoretical 
reduced χ2 distribution with k = 2 × DoF, i.e. the chi-square distribution 
DoF, and x = χ2 / DoF . This is a simple demonstration that our calibration 
pipeline works as expected in the limit of a complete sky model. In other 
words, our gains are accurate down to the expected thermal noise. 
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right, compact sources dominate the sky emission yielding to a
ore complete sky model. 

.3 Fringe rate filtering before calibration 

ere, we propose to fringe rate filter the data before calibration as
 way to impro v e the data-to-model match and thus mitigate some
f the effects seen in Section 4.2 . Note that fringe rate filtering is
pplied to both the raw data and the sky model visibilities in the same
anner for each of the different filters described below. Also, note

hat the derived gains are applied to the unfiltered visibilities. In other
ords, our fringe rate filtering is only used en route to derive gains

hat are more robust to an incomplete sky model and are not used
ownstream in our analysis (thus mitigating concerns of a possible
osmological signal loss). 

Note that, for the two filters described below, we apply them to
he data using the DAYENU filtering formalism described in Ewall-
NRAS 522, 1009–1021 (2023) 
ice et al. ( 2020 ), which relies on the Discrete Prolate Spheroidal
equences (DPSS; Slepian 1978 ). 

.3.1 Notch filters 

e first consider a symmetric baseline-independent notch filter F ( f )
entred at f = 0 mHz fringe rate, i.e. a high-pass filter, defined as 

 ( f ) = 

{
10 −8 , | f | ≤ f max 

1 , | f | > f max 

}
, (14) 

ith f max = [0.25, 0.40, 0.60] mHz, respectively. We refer to the three
lters as f 25 , f 40 , and f 60 , respectively. The bounds f max of the f 25 filter
re the white dashed lines shown in Fig. 2 and indicate the breadth of
he emission suppressed in fringe rate space. Fig. 6 shows the impact
f baseline-independent notch filters on foreground emission in time
nd frequency space. As a result of filtering out some of the diffuse
oreground component, the visibility spectra of the filtered data more
losely match that of compact source sky model. 

.3.2 Main lobe filters 

e also considered a second type of filter, which we refer to as a ‘main
obe’ filter, because it aims to suppress emission from outside the
rimary beam field of view. In contrast to the baseline-independent
otch filter, which only filters out emission in a region near f ∼ 0
Hz, the baseline-dependent main-lobe filter suppresses the signal

verywhere except near the peak emission of the sky model in fringe
ate space (Fig. 2 ). 

In principle, the baseline-dependent main-lobe filter should be
 frequency-dependent filter, but because we operate o v er a rela-
ively small bandwidth (30 MHz), we approximate it as frequency-
ndependent, with little impact on our final results. Note that the
esponse of the filter within the pre-defined fringe rate bounds is
niform, such that it can be thought of as a top-hat filter (similar
o the baseline-independent notch filter). The filter presented here is
imilar to the filter described in Josaitis et al. ( 2022 ) for understanding
utual coupling. 
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Figure 5. The resultant reduced chi-square after calibrating with an incomplete sky model and including a 40-m minimum baseline cut. Left: Histogram of the 
reduced chi-square with baseline (blue). Right: The reduced chi-square as a function of time and frequency. The missing components in our sky model leads 
to a clear bias in the reduced chi-square after calibration. The increase at low frequencies is attributed to the increased signal-to-noise ratio in the simulated 
visibilities. 

Figure 6. Simulated visibility amplitude as a function of frequency and LST for a 45-m HERA baseline. The left panel includes the deep GLEAM model and 
the GSM. Same is shown at the centre, but after applying a 0.25 mHz notch fringe-rate filter. The right panel shows the real part of the visibility at an LST = 

2 h , for the unfiltered (dashed green line) and filtered case (dashed red line), alongside the shallow GLEAM model (black) used for calibration. After fringe-rate 
filtering, visibilities are in much better agreement with the model, with the large frequency ripples significantly suppressed. 
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The bounds of the baseline-dependent main-lobe filter are deter- 
ined by its centre f 0 and its half-width f w . These parameters are

etermined, for each baseline, by fitting a Gaussian profile G ( f ) to
he sky model visibilities in fringe rate space: 

 ( f ) = A e −
( f −f 0 ) 

2 

2 σ2 , (15) 

here A is the amplitude of the Gaussian, σ is its standard deviation,
nd f 0 is its mean. After the fit, we set the main lobe filter centre to
e f 0 and its half-width to be f w = 2 σ , such that the full width of
he main lobe filter is 4 × the fitted Gaussian’s standard deviation. 
ig. 7 shows the foreground visibilities for a number of selected 
aselines after applying the main lobe filter. The filter not only 
emo v es emission near f ∼ 0 mHz, but also remo v es all emission
hat is not centrally peaked at positive fringe rates. The impact of
he filter can also be seen clearly in image space (Fig. 8 ), where
atchy structure coming from Galactic emission in the primary beam 

idelobe is largely suppressed while compact source emission is 
etained. 
.3.3 Computing the power spectrum 

n addition to the reduced χ2 and the delay transform of the gains,
e also used the power spectrum as a metric to assess the impact
f fringe rate filters on calibration. We compute the per-baseline 
ower spectrum of the visibilities, P ( τ , b ), following the delay
pproximation (Parsons et al. 2012 ). This simple formalism relates 
he Fourier transformed visibilities of each baseline, ˜ V b ( τ ), directly 
o the 21 cm power spectrum 

 ( τ, b) = | ̃  V b ( τ ) | 2 
(

λ2 

2 k B 

)2 (
D 

2 
c 
D c 

B eff 

)(
1 

�B eff 

)
, (16) 

here λ is the centre wavelength of observing bandwidth, k B is 
he Boltzman constant, B eff is the ef fecti ve bandwidth, D c is the
omoving distance at the redshift of our measurement, 
 D c is
omoving distance parallel to line of sight, � is the field of view solid
ngle, ˜ V b is the Fourier transformed visibility, and b is the visibility
aseline length. We can map τ to the line-of-sight cosmological 
 ourier wav ev ector k � using the relation (Th yag arajan et al. 2013 ) 

 || = 

2 πν21 H 0 E( z) 

c(1 + z) 2 
τ, (17) 
MNRAS 522, 1009–1021 (2023) 
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Figure 7. Model visibility amplitude (GSM + GLEAM + A Team) as a 
function of fringe rate for a few different baselines in the HERA array with a 
projected east–west component greater than 30 m (Fig. 1 ). The solid (dashed) 
lines indicate visibilities before (after) applying the baseline-dependent main- 
lobe filter, showing that the filter retains only the emission at positive fringe- 
rate values associated with the primary beam. The legend marks the east and 
north extent of each baseline vector in metres. 

Figure 8. Simulated dirty image that includes the GLEAM catalogue, the 
A-team sources and the GSM before (left) and after (right) applying the 
baseline-dependent main-lobe filter. The simulated observation is 10 min 
long and centred at α = 0 ◦. The apparent absence of sky emission outside 
the central ∼10 ◦ area is due to the primary beam attenuation. The patchy 
structure in the left panel is the sidelobe structure from Galactic emission 
located outside the primary beam, which is largely remo v ed after filtering. 
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here ν21 = 1420 MHz, H 0 is the Hubble constant, E( z) =
 �m 

(1 + z) 3 + � 

] 1 / 2 , �m 

is the normalized matter content, and
 

is the normalized dark energy content. Note that while the
aseline length maps to the perpendicular Fourier wavevector ( k ⊥ 

)
nd thus contributes to the o v erall | k | magnitude, for short baselines
ts contribution is negligible and we will drop it for simplicity and
imply quote P ( k � ) hereafter. 

.3.4 Summary 

he two filters described abo v e aim to limit the influence of the
oorly modelled diffuse emission (GSM) component in the data. We
an readily see that a significant amount of power from the GSM is
ound at and around f ∼ 0 mHz, although there is still a non-zero
mount of power at positive fringe rates. The baseline-independent
otch filter acts to remo v e emission at zero and near-zero fringe rates,
NRAS 522, 1009–1021 (2023) 
hus improving the prominence of the point sources in the visibilities.
he baseline-dependent main-lobe filter, on the other hand, filters out
verything outside the main lobe, i.e. a larger amount of signal and
oise. 
To gain more intuition as to why these fringe rate filters not only

mpro v e the data-to-model match but also reduce spurious spectral
tructure in the recovered gains we plot the pre-filtered and post-
ltered true visibility in Fig. 6 , and compare them to the incomplete
odel visibility used for calibration. We see that the unfiltered true

ata set has large ripples (green dashed) that are not reflected in the
ky model (black solid); ho we ver, after applying a fringe rate filter
red dashed), the true data are brought into closer alignment with
he sky model. Specifically, the large ripples that are in the true data
ut absent in the sky model are greatly suppressed. We will see in
he next section that this improvement in the data-to-model match
ranslates to smaller errors in the gain solutions at the Fourier scales
f the ripple. 

.4 Effects of fringe rate filters on calibration 

efore we consider the application of fringe rate filters, we first
iscuss the side effects that fringe rate filters may have on visibilities.
fter filtering, the visibility noise is suppressed and also becomes

orrelated from time-to-time. Both of these will affect the computed
educed χ2 : the noise correlation can be corrected by adjusting the
oF, while the signal loss by adjusting the weights σ ij . In this study,
e will only consider adjusting the weights to correct for the reduced
oise amplitude, as adjustments to the DoF do not strongly impact
he results of the study. 

White thermal noise is uncorrelated in the visibilities and thus
ccupies all Fourier modes in the data uniformly. The noise amplitude
ill in theory depend on the frequency and observing time, but for
ur studies, we assume that the noise is both time and frequency
ndependent. Thus, we can use a single number to describe the
oise in the visibilities, which is its total variance at each time and
requenc y pix el, σ 2 . A fringe rate filter suppresses noise depending on
ow many Fourier modes it removes from the data (Ali et al. 2015 ;
arsons et al. 2016 ). The resulting noise variance after filtering is
elated to the integral of the filter shape, F ( ·), in fringe rate space: 

2 
f = σ 2 

∫ 
F ( f ) φ( f )d f ∫ 

φ( f )d f 
, (18) 

here φ( f ) is a binary windowing function that isolates the fringe
ates measured in the data (i.e. 1 if f min < f < f max otherwise 0), and
2 
f is the pixel variance after filtering. When computing the χ2 after
ltering, we use this updated noise variance. 
When we filter the raw data with a chosen fringe rate filter, we

lso apply the same filter to the model. This way, we ensure that the
mpacts of the filter are consistent between the data and the model.
he chi-square for the filtered data is then given by 

2 = 

∑ 

i,j 

| V 

d,f 

ij − g i g 
∗
j V 

m,f 

ij | 2 
σ 2 

f ,ij 

, (19) 

here V 

d,f 

ij and V 

m,f 

ij are filtered data and model visibilities,
espectively. 

.5 Calibration with the notch filter 

e first investigate calibration after applying the baseline-
ndependent notch filter, which suppresses emission centred at zero
ringe rates. For baselines with small east–west projected length,
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Figure 9. Histogram of the reduced chi-square obtained from calibration 
with an incomplete sky model with and without our fringe rate baseline- 
independent notch filters for field centred at LST = 2 h . The colours indicate 
the different filters used, i.e. f 25 (orange), f 40 (green), f 60 (red), and no filter 
(blue). The reduced χ2 impro v es significantly after the use of a baseline- 
independent notch filter, both in terms of its peak value being closer to one, 
and a shallower tail at high values. 
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Figure 10. Reduced chi-square as a function of frequency and LST computed 
from calibrated visibilities after filter f 40 is applied. A much better agreement 
between the data and model (i.e. lower reduced χ2 ) is achieved compared to 
the case of no filtering (Fig. 5 ). 
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o we ver, emission from the main lobe appears near to zero fringe
ate too (Parsons et al. 2016 ). For instance, the main lobe peak occurs
t a fringe rate < 0.8 mHz for a baseline with an east–west projection
ength smaller than 14 m. After filtering, the SNR for short baselines
s reduced as the filter also remo v es rele v ant foreground emission. We
herefore excluded from calibration all baselines with E-W projection 
horter than 30 m to circumvent this issue, resulting in a 46 per cent
aseline loss for our simulated HERA configuration. We will later 
ee that the benefits of applying the filter outweigh the sensitivity
oss. 

Not all the LST intervals are ideal for calibration; typically, fields
here compact sources are prominent are better suited for calibration. 
ere, we focus on the LST = 2 h interval, the typical LST range used

or HERA calibration. In this LST range, bright, compact sources 
ominate the sky emission, and the bias due to an incomplete sky
odel is less pronounced. We considered a total of eight integration 

imes around LST = 2 h . Fig. 9 shows the chi-square obtained from
he calibration with an incomplete sky model and after applying 
he baseline-independent notch filter (equation 19 ; the same case as
ig. 5 ). Compared with the case of unfiltered visibilities, the χ2 is
ow less biased, with a mean value of 12, 9, and 6.5 for filters f 25 , f 40 ,
nd f 60 , respectively, compared to 48 for the unfiltered visibilities.
he wider the filter, the larger the suppressed emission, leading to a
etter match between the intrinsic and sky model visibilities. 
As mentioned in Section 4.3 , the reduced chi-square changes with 

ST. Fig. 10 shows the reduced chi-square obtained after filtering 
isibility before calibration with an incomplete sky model. The chi- 
quare has a maximum of 50, even in regions where the diffuse
mission is dominant in the 1 h < LST < 1.8 h range, compared to
40 obtained without filter, the impro v ement is at most a factor of 3
n the reduced chi-square. Another way to look at the impro v ement
s that the filter has ef fecti vely increased the LST range that can be
sed for calibration. Even better, the reduced chi-square is smaller 
han six in the LST range used for calibration, i.e. [2.2 h –2.8 h ]. 

Fig. 11 shows the gains reco v ered from calibration using an in-
omplete sky model and after applying a baseline-independent notch 
lter. Even at the LST range used for calibration, where compact 
ources dominate, the sky model is still significantly incomplete. 

ithout applying the filter, gains absorb some of the unmodelled 
iffuse emission on the sidelobes of the primary beam. As a result,
ains acquire a pronounced frequency structure, particularly in 
he 100 ns < τ < 500 ns delay range. The use of a fringe rate
aseline-independent notch filter suppresses much of this frequency 
tructure, therefore reducing the excess power seen at delays greater 
han ∼100 ns. A noticeable result of the filter is that gains now
losely match the actual gains up to the noise floor. The most
oticeable difference is now a nearly delay-constant offset due to 
oisier, filtered visibilities. The gains obtained using different filters 
av e a v ery similar profile in delay space, indicating that the filter
ith a 0.25 mHz width is already sufficient to suppress unwanted 

mission. 
The use of a baseline-independent notch filter has a distinct impact

n the residual calibrated visibilities in Fourier space. Let us consider
ointing at LST = 1.25 h , where the diffuse emission is the dominant
omponent of the sky emission. Fig. 12 shows the effect of the filter
n a typical wedge plot in k � − k ⊥ 

, or in the delay spectrum approach
qui v alently τ - baseline length space. We see that residuals are
ust noise-like when a complete sky model is used for calibration,
s expected. When an incomplete sky model is used, ho we ver, the
alibrated visibilities differ from the model visibilities due to biased 
ain calibration solutions. As a result, there is foreground emission in
he residual confined to the −500 ns < τ < 500 ns delay range. This
ontamination is significantly beyond the horizon limit for baselines 
horter than ∼70 m. 

Residual foreground emission is reduced when calibration is pre- 
eded by fringe filtering. The bleed of foreground emission at delays
f | τ | ∼ 300–500 ns is significantly suppressed by more than one
rder of magnitude. There is no foreground contamination beyond the 
orizon limit, leaving the EoR window effectively uncontaminated. 
 ore ground residuals remain present at small delays, well within the
orizon. Thus, even in the worst field, i.e. where the sky model is
ost incomplete, filtering pro v es to be very ef fecti ve at mitigating

oreground contamination of the EoR window. This could, in theory, 
roaden the LST range that could be used for calibration. 
Let us now consider the LST range used for calibration; field

entred at LST = 2 h . Fig. 13 shows the residual power spectrum at z
 7.6. In this field, the foreground contamination can be as high as

wo orders of magnitude abo v e the noise floor in the 0 . 15 < k || < 0 . 2
 Mpc −1 range when calibration is carried out with no fringe rate
lter and an incomplete sky model. The behaviour is fairly similar
MNRAS 522, 1009–1021 (2023) 
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Figure 11. The reco v ered gains after calibration (similar to Fig. 3 but for a field centred at LST = 2 h ). Here, we plot the gains derived from a complete model 
(red), an incomplete model with no filtering (cyan), and an incomplete model having applied baseline-independent notch filters (Section 4.3.1 ) of increasing 
width (green, blue, yellow). The significant amount of spectral structure seen when calibrating against an incomplete model (black) is heavily suppressed after 
applying the baseline-independent notch filters. All filters explored seem to have ef fecti vely the same performance. 

Figure 12. The residual of the squared visibilities in delay space as a function of baseline length. We average all baselines of equal length (similar to the 
commonly used power-spectrum ‘wedge’ plots in k � − k ⊥ space). The residual is taken with respect to the noise-free complete visibility model. We show 

residuals in the case where calibration assumes a complete sky model and is thus perfect, leaving only noise in the residual (left panel), an incomplete sky 
model (middle panel), and a f 25 notch filtered scenario (right panel). The visibilities are taken from a single time integration at LST = 1.2 h . The white line 
marks the horizon limit of the baselines, which bounds the natural extent of foreground emission in the data. Note that the increased noise amplitude with 
increasing baseline length comes simply because there are fewer longer baselines than short baselines in the data. The right panel shows significant suppression 
of foreground leakage due to gain errors, as expected. 
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or both the 14 and 28 m baselines considered. Such contamination
s concerning, as it appears at k modes where the sensitivity to the
oR is the highest. 
The contamination is greatly suppressed if the baseline-

ndependent notch filters are used, leaving the smooth unmodelled
mission at k � < 0.15 h Mpc −1 . Ov erall, the fore ground leakage is
uppressed at k � ∼ 0.2 h Mpc −1 by at least two orders of magnitude,
own to the noise level in 14 m baselines. The filters help suppress
nsmooth fore ground ev en on longer baselines, i.e. 28 m baselines,
ut only up to a factor of 10. This is somewhat expected as the
arger baselines are less sensitive to diffuse emission. Notably,
he performance of the different filters in suppressing foreground
pectral leakage is the same, although evidently, the filters filter
arying amounts of foreground emission. Thus, the key to mitigating
oreground leakage is to suppress spectrally unsmooth foreground
mission, i.e. foreground emission that is coupled with primary beam
NRAS 522, 1009–1021 (2023) 
idelobes and is also bright enough after primary beam attenuation
o drive calibration solution. 

.6 Calibration with the main lobe filter 

e now consider the more aggressive baseline-dependent main-
obe filter. Fig. 14 shows the gains obtained after calibrating with
 filtered complete and incomplete sky model. As expected, the
aseline-dependent main-lobe filter attenuates more of the missing
oreground emission than the baseline-independent notch filters
Fig. 7 ), resulting in gains that have less spectral structure. In addition,
he baseline-dependent main-lobe filter also suppresses more of the
hermal noise in the visibilities than the baseline-independent notch
lters, resulting in gain solutions that themselves also have lower
oise floors, as evidenced by the lower plateau in Fig. 14 . However,
s previously noted, the baseline-dependent main-lobe filter corre-
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Figure 13. The residual delay power spectrum of the calibrated raw visibilities with respect to the complete model (noise-free) visibilities, averaged over 
redundant baselines and eight time integrations centred at LST = 2 h . Left: A 14 m redundant baseline group, calibrated using a complete (red) and incomplete 
(c yan) sk y model, and having applied a the f 25 notch filter (green), the f 40 notch filter (blue), f 60 notch filter (yellow), and the baseline-dependent main-lobe filter 
(black) prior to calibration. Right: Same, but for the 28 m redundant baseline group. Note that for these short baselines, the k ⊥ contribution is negligible to the 
total k magnitude, such that k � is ef fecti vely equi v alent to the total magnitude | k | . 

Figure 14. The reco v ered gains after calibration (similar to Fig. 11 ), now including the application of the baseline-dependent main-lobe filter. Left: The 
antenna-averaged gain amplitude divided by the average gains estimated with a complete sk y model. Right: The antenna-av eraged gains in Fourier space. We 
no w sho w the reco v ered gains having applied the baseline-dependent main-lobe filter, both to the complete sk y model (purple) and an incomplete sk y model 
(black). The baseline-dependent main-lobe filter not only suppresses the spurious structure in the incomplete model (cyan), but also reduces the o v erall noise 
floor of the reco v ered gains, as evidenced by the lower plateau at high delays. 
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ates noise between different time bins, resulting in gain solutions 
hat are now more correlated between different times. We defer 
xploration of these consequences on real HERA analyses to future 
ork. 
To understand the performance of these filters to deeper dy- 

amic ranges, we repeated this full analysis on noise-free visibility 
imulations, shown in Fig. 15 . Here, we can see just how deeply
he spurious spectral structure introduced by model incompleteness 
cyan) is suppressed. We see that the baseline-independent notch 
lters suppress these structures by o v er an order of magnitude for τ
 150 ns, with the baseline-dependent main-lobe filter gaining an 

dditional factor of 2 in suppression, ho we ver, recall this comes at
he expense of more time-to-time noise correlations. The choice of 
hich filter is best likely depends on the specific analysis at hand.
one the less, we have demonstrated that both are highly ef fecti ve

t suppressing spurious spectral structure in HERA calibration 
olutions caused by poorly modelled diffuse galactic synchrotron 

mission. 
.7 What does this mean for detecting the EoR? 

aving shown how fringe rate filtering the visibilities before cal- 
bration can suppress spectral structure in the reco v ered gains by
 v er an order of magnitude, the question we are left with is, how
uch is enough? Is an order of magnitude impro v ement enough to

ctually make a 21 cm EoR detection? The answer to this question
s highly dependent on a number of factors, including the kind of
elescope used for observations (i.e. its primary beam response) 
nd to which part of the sky it is pointed at (i.e. at a hot or cold
pot of the foreground sky). None the less, roughly speaking, it
s generally assumed that we need to achieve calibration precision 
ith a dynamic range in the reco v ered gains of ∼10 5 or more

o make a fiducial EoR detection for cosmological modes of k �
.13 h Mpc −1 (DeBoer et al. 2017 ). At z = 8, this roughly translates
o τ = 400 ns. From Fig. 15 , we can see that, indeed, the reco v ered
ain solutions after fringe rate filtering roughly hit this 10 5 dynamic
ange requirement for τ > 400 ns, meaning that our technique can
MNRAS 522, 1009–1021 (2023) 
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Figure 15. Same as Fig. 14 but for a noise-free simulation. This no w allo ws us to probe the performance of the technique down to higher dynamic ranges. The 
spurious structure in the gains due to model incompleteness (cyan) is suppressed by a over an order of magnitude for τ > 150 ns by the baseline-dependent 
main-lobe filter, which also shows slightly better performance than the baseline-independent notch filters for this same delay range. In all, the gains reco v ered 
with the baseline-dependent main-lobe filter reach a dynamic range of ∼10 5 for τ� 400 ns. 
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in principle) produce gain solutions with the required precision
or a fiducial 21 cm detection given the assumptions made in this
tudy . Specifically , this is only a statement on our technique’s
bility to mitigate spectral structure due to unmodelled diffuse
oregrounds, not on its ability to mitigate other real-w orld f actors,
uch as crosstalk and/or mutual coupling, which we defer to future 
ork. 

 C O N C L U S I O N S  

n this paper, we have presented a technique for mitigating the
mpact of poorly modelled Galactic diffuse foregrounds in the
alibration of 21 cm drift-scan observations. The technique relies
pon the use of temporal filters that isolate and suppress diffuse
mission in the sidelobes of the primary beam, while retaining
he well-understood point source emission in the main lobe of the
rimary beam. We explored two different types of filters: a baseline-
ndependent ‘notch’ filter, and a baseline-dependent ‘main lobe’
lter. Notch filters suppress only foreground emission centred at

he zero fringe rate mode in the visibilities, whereas the baseline-
ependent main-lobe filters aim to suppress all emission that is
nconsistent with point sources in the field of view of the primary 
eam. 
To test our technique, we simulated realistic HERA observations

here we included point sources, extended sources, and a diffuse
alactic component in our sky model (Hurley-Walker et al. 2017 ;
heng et al. 2017 ), and used an electromagnetic simulation of the
ERA primary beam response (Fagnoni et al. 2020 ). 
The simulated visibilities were corrupted with realistic mock gains

nd then pushed through HERA’s redundant and absolute calibration
ipeline. We calibrate against a shallow point source catalogue in
rder to simulate a realistic observation where diffuse emission is
ot considered and the point source catalogue is incomplete. We test
hether our visibility filters impro v e the quality of the subsequent

eco v ered gain solutions, relative to the case where no filters are
sed. We found biased calibration solutions when no filters are used,
ven if we adopt the standard procedure of discarding short baselines
hat are most sensitive to diffuse emission. This bias takes the form
f spurious frequency structure in the gains that appears at τ �
50 ns in the gains in Fourier space. This directly impacts the 21 cm
NRAS 522, 1009–1021 (2023) 
ower spectra, resulting in increased foreground leakage for k >
.15 h Mpc −1 when these calibration solutions are applied to the
ata. 
The use of fringe rate filters before calibration substantially
itigates these biases, reducing the excess spectral structure in the

eco v ered gain solutions by o v er an order of magnitude. This reduces
he observed foreground leakage down to the simulated noise floor
n the data at k > 0.15 h Mpc −1 . When repeating this analysis on
oiseless simulations, we find that our technique yields gain solutions
hat are accurate at 1 part in 10 5 in dynamic range for delays τ �
00 ns, which is roughly at the estimated calibration requirement for
etecting the EoR with HERA at k � 0.2 h Mpc −1 (DeBoer et al.
017 ). 
This technique can be directly applied to impro v e the calibration

f drift scan observation from radio interferometric arrays, such
s the Canadian Hydrogen Intensity Mapping (CHIME, CHIME
ollaboration 2022 ) aimed at mapping neutral hydrogen o v er the

edshift range z = 0.8–2.5. Ho we ver, for other interferometric arrays
robing the EoR, which are mainly observing in tracking mode, such
s Square Kilometer Array (SKA, Koopmans et al. 2015 ) and Low-
requency Array (LOFAR, van Haarlem et al. 2013 ), our technique
e cannot be applied. 
Future work will explore applying these fringe rate filters to

he problem of mitigating non-redundancies, for example, due to
rimary beam variations across the array (Orosz et al. 2019 ), and
utual coupling (Kern et al. 2019 ; Fagnoni et al. 2020 ; Kern

t al. 2020b ; Josaitis et al. 2022 ), as well as looking at ways of
mplementing these filters in a way that is robust to radio frequency
nterference. 
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nd open-sourced community Python software, including NUMPY 
Harris et al. 2020 ). 
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